Enter a post to the diary
OSCAR KARLSSON

Take photos/films in the diary.
1
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In the computer
Click the camera icon and
upload a picture from your
image library.
In the phone or tablet
Click the camera icon and
take a new picture directly
in the diary.
You can also upload pictures
from your image library.
Film
In the PictureMyLife app,
you can take short films,
about 30 seconds.

Image bases. Note! Only in Swedish
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Image bases like Pictogram (P),
Ritade Tecken (RT), Widgit (W)
and short films from The Sign
Language Dictionary are
included in the Diary and contain
more than 35,000 images.
Example:
Add an image from the image
base Widgit by clicking on the
button with W. Write a word
in the box, for example
”Glass”/”Ice cream”. Select an
image from the dropdown menu.
When you save the post, the
image is displayed in large format.
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Write a caption in the gray box
next to the image.

2

Write a headline and text.

3.3 The ”mood figures” indicate
how the Diary Holder’s day
has been.
4.4 When the post is complete,
click ”Save”.
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Write text, select a ”mood figure”
and save the post.

5.5 If you want to publish the post
another day, click on the
calendar icon and select
the day.
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Edit posts
Edit posts.
1

Click on the orange pen to:

– delete, add or change text
– delete, add or change
		 the order of images
– change ”mood figure”.
Finish with ”Save”.

1

Speech synthesis
Text to Speech.
1

Click the symbol
”Listen” to listen to the text
with speech synthesis.

1

Each weekday has its own color
Monday

Friday = Yellow

Each weekday has its
own color which makes
it easy to separate them.

Saturday = Pink

The colors follow an
international standard.

Friday

Monday = Green
Tuesday

Saturday

Tuesday = Blue
Wednesday

Sunday

Wednesday = White
Thursday

Thursday = Brown
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Sunday = Red

Support
Under ”Support” you find
the following headings:
News: The latest news about
PictureMyLife.
Instructional films:
How the diary works.
Picture bases: Presentation of
Pictogram, Ritade Tecken, Widgit
and Swedish Sign Language
Dictionary.
Q & A: Answers to the most
frequently asked questions.
Contact: Where you can reach us.
Authority levels: What the diary
Holder, Administrator, Maxi Plus,
Maxi, Midi and Mini can do in
the diary.

Change general settings

1
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Change the general settings
under ”My Account”.
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Click this link to see
the User name.

2

Click here to change
the password.

3

Change the first and
last names and
phone numbers here.

4.4 Choose settings in the diary:
See all the posts in the sequel,
use the weekly calendar with
the latest post at the top or
in chronological order.

4
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Finish by clicking on
”Save changes”.

5
Change/add e-mail address
for the diary holder.

HELENA NILSSON
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On the Web:
Click on the profile picture
or click on the name in
the green list and unfold
the menu. Enter ”Profile”.
Click on the orange ”Edit” link.
Then click on ”Change/add
e-mail for the diary holder”.
Finish with ”Save change”.

Invite a new person to the diary
Go to the diary holder’s name
in the green list and click ”Invite”
in the drop-down menu.

1

1
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Write the e-mail address of
the person you want to invite.
You can invite 20 people.
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Specify the level/authority
for the person you invite;
Mini, Midi, Maxi or Maxi Plus.

3

Finish by clicking ”Invite”.
The invited person will now
receive an email with
login details.

Delete a person from the diary or edit the authority level
Go to ”Invite” to edit your
contacts.

1
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1

Click on the ”Edit” pen
to change the authority level
(Mini, Midi, Maxi or Maxi Plus)
for the invited person.

2

To delete a person from
the diary permanently,
click on ”Delete” (Trash).

